
   SDA MATRIC HR SEC SCHOOL – KOVILPATTI 

Subject: English   Unit- I Test    Mark: 50 

I.Choose the correct Answer for each of the following from the options given: 

1. She led me through a cool, tiled vestibule into the hospital  10X1=10 

 a) Outlet  b) lobby  c) door  d) band room 

2. Nicola was glancing at his younger brother vexation 

 a) enjoyment  b) annoyance  c) comfort   d) convenience 

3. They were childish enough and in many way quite artless 

 a) innocent   b) opportunistic  c) hypocritical  d) cunning  

Antonyms is a word opposite in meaning to another word. 

4. They were selling wild strawberries. 

 a) strange   b) strong   c) domestic   d) feral 

5. Nicolas smile was steady and engaging  

 a) charming   b) alluring   c) attracting   d) unappealing  

6. She paused, took a quick breath. 

 a) continued  b) interrupted  c) stopped   d) waited 

7.  Choose the expanded form of the abbreviation BPT 

 a) Bachelor of Pure Therapy    b) Bachelor of Physiotherapy 

  c) Bachelor of Post Treatment   d) Bachelor of Poverty Treatment 

8. Choose the meaning of the foreign word in the sentence.  

 The worker staged a boycott en masse. 

 a) one at a time  b) elegantly  c) all together d) modestly  

9.Choose the right combination for the blended words paratroops. 

 a) parachute+troop b) parachute + troops c) para + armytroop d) paranormal + 

troops 

10.Choose the clipped word for ‘earthquake’ 

 a) eq  b) earthake  c) quake  d) earth 

    Part – II  

II.Read the following sets of poetic line and answer the questions. 2X2=4 

11.A creeper climbs, in whole embrace bound  
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 No other tree could live” 

 a) Which tree is referred to in the above lines? 

 b) how does the tree survive the right hold of the creeper? 

12.by that hoar tee, so beautiful and vast, 

 The water- lilies spring, like snow enmassed. 

 a) which tree is described in the above line? 

 b) what is the figure of speech used here?  

III.Answer the following questions     2X2=4 

13.The manager said,”i shall  speak to you this Friday”(change into indirect speech) 

14. unless you have a valid passport, you cannot leave the country ( rewrite as a sentence) 

IV.Explain the following with reference to the context.  2x3=6 

15.Dear is the casuarina in my soul 

16. and shining morning face creeping like snail 

 Unwillingly to school’. 

V.Answer the following questions.     2x2=4 

17.Why did the author avoid going to lucia’s room? 

18. how did the narrator help the boys on Sunday? 

VI. complete the proverbs using the word given below.  2x1=2 

19.__________alone triumphs (truth, god, love ) 

20.A man is known by the_______he keeps( company, neighbour, relatives) 

VII.Answer the following questions     4x5=20 

21. justify the title of the story “Two gentkemen of Verona” 

22. write an appreciation of the poem “Our casuarinas Tree” 

23. Aksionov – imprisoned – murder not cooitted by him – 26 years in prison – hair turned grey – 
lean and thin – pray to god – called saint by jail mates- lived peacefully died. 

24. fill in the blanks suitable  

 I, he told us a ______ about a donkey’s _______(tail/tale) 

 II, How _______ you oppose me? (use suitable semi –model verb) 

 iii) __________ his hard work, he attained his goal. 

 iv. everyone ________(sleep) when tsunami hit the coastal village in japan in last nit  

 

         MR.S.MARICHAMY MA.,Bed., 

         PG ASST ENGLISH 
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